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Welcome to Spring project!
It looks that this time we´re
going to stay at home for a while
so I think it would be a good idea
to keep a diary of it.
You can print the last page of
this project in as many copies you
want and put them all together as
a book. 
I hope you will enjoy and learn a
little bit more about spring.
 
Teacher Cristina
 
If you want to take some pictures of you doing
the activities and send them to WhatsApp we
could put them in to your memory book



Monday
Spring started a few days ago, and we can
already see it all around.
The sun is shining everyday a little bit
longer and the flowers are growing.
Let´s go for a walk and observe how is the
spring in your area.
While you are outside you can hunt the
following items/animals, you don't need to
find them all :D
 
 



And now make a drawing of what you have
seen

 



Tuesday
 

Spring is season where the weather
changes all the time. It is sunny and
then suddenly it is raining or it is windy.
Do you remember our weather song?
 
Let's do some maths using clouds and
"drops of rain". 
Throw a dice and get 2 numbers, you
can use small legos or pieces of paper
as drops. 
Then count all the drops and you will
have the result of your addition.







Wednesday
During spring we can enjoy fruits and
vegetables. It is always fun to cook but today
I propose you to create an art work about
Spring using fruits and other food. Here you 
 have some ideas. Don't forget to send me
pictures to see how well you did it.
 
 



Thursday
 
Spring has its own melody, if you listen
carefully you can hear it when you walk
outside.
Here you have a video where you can hear how
Vivaldi, a great music composer, turn the
spring into music.
Listen and draw what you hear:
Musicograma La Primavera - A. Vivaldi l
Musilandia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4Ad6pZ8vEQ



Friday
 

We finnish the week with a craft. We
will use recycled material, like an egg
carton. Ask for help if you can not cut
it by yourself. With all the inspiration
you got during the week choose the
colours and shape for your flowers.
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